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THIS IS BARLETTA FLAG:

Country: Italy
Region:  Apulia
Area - Total: 149,35 km²
Province: BT
Population: 93.123 Country:



TEATRO 
CURCI

. 

The theater of  Barletta, named after the creator 

Giuseppe Curci, is located in Corso Vittorio 

Emanuele and constitutes an important cultural 

container within the city. It is located in the city 

center, in front of  the Town Hall

The Colossus of Barletta, better known as 
Heraclius is a gigantic bronze statue, 4.50 m 
high, dating back to the 5th century. Located 
in front of the left side of the Basilica of the 
Holy Sepulcher of Barletta, the work 
probably depicts the emperor Theodosius II 
and was perhaps erected by Valentinian III in 
Ravenna in 439.

ERACLIO



THE CASTLE OF 
BARLETTA

The Castle of  Barletta Is a big construction 

complete by Federico II di Svevia Is located 

in the villa of  barletta. Inside the castel

there is a Museum open to the public. The 

history of  Barletta has its roots in the 

classical era, in a period between the 4th 

and 3rd centuries. The urban center instead 

has its origins in the early Middle Ages, 

with the arrival of  the Cannesi and the 

Canosini first and with a expansion, during 

the Norman era. The city was the site of  

various dominations, alternating from the 

11th to the 17th century, and saw the 

presence of  Normans, Swabians, Angevins, 

Aragonese and Spaniards.



CATHEDRALE

The cathedral basilica of Santa 

Maria Maggiore is the 

cathedral of Barletta.  Located 

in the historic center of the city 

and is the oldest fulcrum of the 

religious life of the town.  

Santa Maria Maggiore is the 

result of a series of 

architectural stratifications 

which have occurred over the 

centuries..

The celebration of  the Virgin Mary 

"dello Sterpeto", principal patron 

saint of  Barletta, is set for 8 May 

and is celebrated with a degree of  

solemnity throughout the city

Since 1732 the people of  Barletta 

have been transporting the icon of  

the Madonna dello Sterpeto to the 

city for the month of  May.

THE CELEBRATION OF THE VIRGIN 
MARY



BASEMENT:

On 13 February 2020, the 517th 

anniversary of  the fight between 

the Italian 13 and French 12 

soldiers. The challenge is still 

celebrated today. The municipality 

of  Barletta dedicates 2 events to 

it, one on the anniversary and 

another in the first week of  

September. The knights line up in 

2 files and load the spear in rest. 

Once on the ground, the soldiers 

attack their opponents' horses. 

The challenge turns into a hand-

to-hand fight, which sees 

Fieramosca beating Motte.



THE BEST 
BARS,RESTURANT,HOTEL IN 

BARLETTA

BAR CAVOUR:

RESTURANT VECCHIO FORNO:

BAR CASTELLO:

HOTEL ITACA:


